
what  is the  best  age  to  photograph 
 my child ?



maternity
(32-37 weeks pregnant)

For many women and their partners, pregnancy is such an 
incredibly special time, full of excitement, anticipation and 
joy. A maternity shoot is really important to them as a way to 
remember and capture all this.

It’s also often a really special time between the couple them-
selves. I love keeping maternity shoots very natural, dancing 
in the studio or strolling along the beach at sunset.

In terms of timing, I usually advise doing them between 32 
and 37 weeks or until you’re uncomfortable. The later in the 
pregnancy is best so that the bump is nice and big and round, 
but ladies are still mobile, active, energised and not at too 
much risk of going into labour! 



newborn
(0-2 weeks old)

There’s nothing quite like a newborn baby. Curled up limbs, 
sleepy eyes, tiny wrinkled fingers and toes, the list goes on. 
If you want to capture that particular ‘newborn’ time before 
they start to become less sleepy and more alert, you need 
to do this ideally within the first 2 weeks after they are born. 
Many families book these in alongside their maternity session.

I believe in simple, clean, organic style that focuses on your 
beautiful baby. Some of my favourite images have no props 
at all, just baby, this way, they don’t get lost in the image. I do 
have simple props available at the studio, hats and headbands 
and lots of textures that I like to use. Newborns often look 
most beautiful naked, or just with a hat, headband or wrap. 

Newborns are beautifully perfect, just as they came.



Younger babies
                                 (3+ months old)

At this age, the baby will still be largely immobile but will be much 
more alert , whereas the newborn session will see the baby snoozing 
peacefully, eyes closed for the most part, a few months later you will 
be treated to smiles and gurgles and babies will usually be wakeful, 
active and respond to and interact with their parents much more. 

Generally after the newborn stage (0-2 weeks) it’s worth waiting 
until the baby is around 3-4 months old, so that these developmental 
changes have occurred and you can get more from the session. 

Again, at this age, the baby will not yet be sitting up, so most shots 
will be them lying down or being held by parents. We make use of 
some props, photographs will be the baby lying down, cuddling, 
smiling and interacting. 

By this age, most babies are able to support their own necks, so we 
can also usually pop them on their stomach for some ‘tummy time’for 
this younger baby shoot it’s definitely worth waiting until they can 
hold their own head for this reason.



older  babies
(6+ months old)

By 6 months old, most babies will be developing proper little 
characters and getting involved in all sorts of amusing mischief. 

By this point, most will be sitting up comfortably and starting to be-
come more mobile, rolling around and maybe even starting to 
crawl, or at least trying to. There is greater scope for different types of 
pictures at this age due to their increased mobility, we can still get the 
cuddling, smiling pictures, but can also capture them laughing, 
playing with toys and exploring . 

As with any other type of shoot, we just use props and I ask that you 
bring their favourite toys, favourite blanket, all of these things help to 
build a picture of what their life at this age is actually like. 

By this age most children have lots more character and a much wider 
range of facial expressions, and it’s exactly this that it’s wonderful to 
capture, their emerging little personalities.



toddlers
(1+ years)

Toddlers are great fun to photograph. I love taking pictures of kids 
this age. they are so inquisitive, fascinated by the world around them, 
and full of personality and energy. Around their first birthday, most 
kids will decide that knees are no longer enough and will start to 
make use of their feet. 

Photographically, this opens up a whole new world of possibilities, as 
it’s perfectly feasible to head outdoors and explore other places. 

Celebrating one year is a great milestone and a great chance to 
capture a cake smash session



young children
  (2+ years)

Tears and tantrums, fun and giggles, all in a space of minutes!
 
This is one of the most fun and can be the most challenging age to 
photograph. One thing I know is they do not understand bribery or 
reasoning and with, unless, you can divert their attention and take 
their mind off what they were complaining about.

We juggle, sing a funny song, act downright ridiculous at times to 
turn a headstrong two year old around.
 
This age group love the outdoors, take them outside and let them 
show their boisterous and cheeky personalities. If it is in the Studio we 
often incorporate a fun game to make them feel comfortable.
 
Feel free to bring a couple of different outfits.



older children
  (3+ years)

Once children get a little older, there are so many possibilities for 
photographs, and it becomes really exciting choosing ideas and l
ocations for the shoot. 

By this age, they will happily enjoy being out and about for the 
duration of the shoot, so it opens up a lot of potential for choosing 
some amazing locations and backdrops and turning it into an exciting 
day out for the family – the beach, the woods anywhere is possible 
and your kids will love the adventure.

By this age, most kids will have favourite activities and hobbies, and 
it’s great to incorporate these and base the shoot around their 
personality and what they enjoy doing. Shoots with kids this age are 
such great fun.



young adults
  

Young adults either think a photo shoot is going to be the most 
boring difficult thing they have ever endured (boys) or are so 
photo happy from endless “selfies” that they can’t wait to be in 
front of the camera (girls). 

The boys always leave greatly surprised that they actually enjoyed 
it and it wasn’t hard at all and the girls leave so excited and can’t 
wait to see the photos! Winners all round!
 
Encourage your young adult to bring along several changes of 
clothing they love to wear! Add accessories, jackets, scarves, hats, 
makeup if desired, hair clips etc, gel, items they love such as in-
struments, sporting, whatever floats their boat!
 
Don’t stress too much, they will surprise you with how fantastic 
they can be in front of the camera.
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